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Directions (1-12) : Fill up the blanks with suitable words

given below :

1. The offensive remarks of the minister gave rise to _____ from

the opposition benches.

1) an applause 2) a furore 3) a glimmer

4) a dissipation

2. I have so far only give an outline of my scheme; let me now

_____ it further.

1) dissect 2) equivocate 3) enhance

4) elucidate

3. In the struggle of supremacy in the ruling party, the ____

supporting the Commerce Minister seems to have the upper

hand now.

1) members 2) plethora 3) proponent

4) faction

4. Not only did he have a number of interesting anecdotes, he

was a born _____ who could keep everyone spellbound with

his narration.

1) optimist 2) raconteur 3) panderer

4) rationalist

5. All dogs imported into England have to be _____ for three

weeks, the incubation period of rabies.

1) isolated 2) exported 3) quarantined

4) quartered



6. The new play _____ the chief Minister, and was quite popular

with his detractors.

1) praised 2) parodied 3) implicated

4) manifested

7. The pendency of cases in courts has gone up so much that

there is not even standing room for _____

1) judges 2) litigants 3) public

4) attendants

8. It is true that he had inherited at least ten lakhs of rupees,

but the entire _____ was squandered by him in just under

five years.

1) substance 2) legacy 3) specimen

4) treasury

9. In accordance with custom, ____ of all stock is taken on the

last day of the year, on which the shop remains closed.

1) a diary 2) an invention 3) a discovery

4) an inventory

10. It is claimed by World Health Organisation that the scourge

of small pox has been ____ from the earth.

1) quarantined 2) extradited 3) effaced

4) espoused

11. Always known for his _____ in public life, he resigned his

ministership when it was alleged that his son had exploited

his name.

1) interest 2) probity 3) precision

4) pedagogy

12. How do you claim that we met here yesterday, when I had

been away at Delhi ? You must be having a lot of ______

1) imagination 2) mystery 3) fiction

4) hallucination
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1. (2) 2. (4) 3. (4) 4. (2) 5. (3) 6. (2) 7. (2)

8. (2) 9. (4) 10. (3) 11. (2) 12. (4)


